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Research article

Application of fuzzy logic and electrodynamic
sensors as flow pattern identifier

M.F. Rahmat

Faculty of Electrical Engineering, Universiti Teknologi Malaysia, Johor, Malaysia, and

N.S. Kamaruddin
Electrical, Electronic and Automation Section, UniKL Malaysian Spanish Institute, Kedah, Malaysia

Abstract
Purpose – The use of pneumatic conveying of solid bulk over long distance has become a popular technique due to low operational cost, low
maintenance requirement, layout flexibility and ease of automation. The purpose of this paper is to identifity the flow regime in a pneumatic conveyor
system by electrodynamic sensor placed around the pipe using fuzzy logic tools.
Design/methodology/approach – Electrical charge tomography is used to detect the existence of inherent charge on the moving particles through
the pipe. Linear back projection algorithm and filtered back projection algorithm are employed to produce tomography image. Baffles of different
shapes are inserted to create various flow regimes, such as full flow, three quarter flow, half flow and quarter flow. Fuzzy logic tools are used to identify
different flow regimes and produce filtered back concentration profiles for each flow regime.
Findings – The results show significant improvement in the pipe flow image resolution and measurement.
Originality/value – This paper presents a flow identifier method using electrical charge tomography and fuzzy logic to monitor solid particles flow in
pipeline.

Keywords Flow, Pipes, Pneumatic equipment, Sensors, Pattern recognition, Pneumatic conveyor, Electrodynamic sensors,
Electrical charge tomography, Linear back projection algorithm, Filtered back projection algorithm, Fuzzy logic

Paper type Research paper

1. Introduction

Material particles simultaneously exhibit several flow regimes

within the pipeline of a pneumatic conveying system. Unstable

flow produces viscous pressure surge, which cause plant wear

and product degradation. Cross sectional imaging of the

pipeline offers potential benefits to control and monitor the

faults in pneumatic conveying systems (Neuffer et al., 1999).

Electrical charge tomography is used to visualize the particle

distribution across a given cross section of pneumatic conveying

system, to achieve a better control on the plant. However, the

non-linear sensing mechanism of the electrical charge sensors

(Green et al., 1995) affects the accuracy of tomography images

producedbyusing linear back projection (LBP) algorithm.This

deficiency can be rectified by using the second algorithm called

filtered back projection (FBP) algorithm. The FBP algorithm

combines with filter masks and LBP can be used to compensate

the lost signal strength at the center of pipe (Green et al.,

1997b). However, the filtered masks are different for different

flow regimes therefore prior knowledge of flow regimes being

conveyed is necessary to select the right filter mask

(Rahmat et al., 2010). The flow regimes are important

parameters to describe two- or multi-phase flow in many

industrial processes such as power generation, chemical, and

petroleum industrial processes. The measurement of flow

patterns helps to analyze the influence of flowon phase fraction,

flow ratemeasurement, safety of operation, and the reliability of

practical processes (Thorn et al., 1997). Several methods are

used to identify flow regimes, such as eyeballing, high-speed

photography, radial attenuation, and indirect methods,

i.e. statistical analysis of measured signals, which reflect the

fluctuant characteristics of two-phase flows, consequently

identifying the flow regimes (Dong and Jiang, 2003). The

flow regimeswere first identified by Jones andZuber, using void

fraction fluctuation obtained from linearized X-ray void

measurement system. The probability density function (PDF)

of fluctuations in void fraction was suggested to be used as flow

regimes discriminator for the three dominant flow regimes such

as bubbly, slug, and annular flow. Even though, the approach

used is qualitative, but it has implementation difficulties dueThe current issue and full text archive of this journal is available at
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to radioactivity and complicated construction (Xu et al., 2003).

Mi et al. (2001) applied a neural network for two-phase flow

regime identification in a vertical channel using signals from

electrical capacitance probe. Xie et al. (2003) experimentally

examined the feasibility of artificial neural networks (ANNs) to

identify the flow regimes in three phase gas/liquid/pulp fiber

system, using statistical characteristics of pressure fluctuations.

Flow structures and other hydrodynamic characteristics were

experimentally investigated, using visual observation, g-ray

densitometer and flash X-tray photography. Three-layer feed-

forward ANNs were proposed to identify four major flow

patterns namely bubbly, plug, churn, and slug on the basis of

pressure fluctuation. Sun et al. (2006) proposed amethodbased

on signal processing of differential pressure using Hilbert-

Huang transform (HHT) to identify flow regimes in two phase.

Signals obtained from Venturi meter were decomposed into

different intrinsic mode functions with HHT, then the energy

fraction of each intrinsic mode and the mean value of residual

function were calculated, and the rules for flow regimes

identification were summarized. The results show that the

proposed rules have high precision for single phase, bubbly,

slug, andplugflowregimes identification.However, themethod

could notmeet theneeds of industrial applications because of its

simple calculation. Rahmat et al. (2010) proposed flow regimes

identification of pneumatically conveyed solid particles by

utilizing neural network technique based on measurement

made by placing an array of 16 electrodynamic sensors around

periphery of the pneumatic pipeline. A feed-forward back-

propagation network with fast converging learning function has

been developed and successfully used to identify different type

flow regimes.

2. Electrodynamic sensor

The fundamental of an electrodynamic transducer is charge to

voltage converter based on Coulomb’s theory:

Q ¼ CV ð1Þ

where Q is the quantity of charge in Coulombs, C is the

capacitance in Farads and V is voltage in volts. The circuit

diagram of the electrodynamic sensor is shown in Figure 1.
An electrodynamic sensor is composed of two basic

elements, the electrode and the associated electronic circuit.

Both element function as sensing device and signal

conditioning circuit, respectively (Rahmat et al., 2009). The

electrode is a metal conductor which is electrically insulated

from the metallic conveyor and forms a capacitance to earth.

The signal conditioning circuit has several stages such as a

non-inverting voltage follower, a precision rectifier and a low

pass filter. A schematic diagram of electrodynamic sensor

circuit is shown in Figure 2.

The electrodynamic sensor has six terminals. The first three
terminals are for power supply DC voltage, i.e. þ12, 0,

and 212V. The remaining three terminals are used for signal

outputs, i.e. output 1 for the charge to voltage conversion,
output 2 for rectification of outputs 1 and 3 for the average

voltage response. All three outputs are connected to the data
acquisition card through BNC cables. The outputs 1 and 2

responses from electrodynamic sensor are shown in Figure 3
(Rahmat et al., 2009).

3. Concentration measurement and image
reconstructions

Several techniques are used to construct the cross section

image using LBP algorithm, FBP algorithm, convolution back
projection algorithm, or algebraic reconstruction technique.

In this work, LBP algorithm and FBP algorithm have
been applied to create image concentration profile of plastic

beads.
In order to obtain theoretical output of each sensor, it is

assumed that the charges are uniformly distributed on the
sensing area (Green et al., 1995). The presence of charge s at

any location in the pipe cross section, affects the output of all

sensors arranged in the array (Green et al., 1997b). The
presence of a surface charge s at any location in the pipe cross

section affect more to the sensor fitted nearer to the surface
and give higher output value as compared to sensors fitted

Figure 1 The electrodynamic sensor circuit
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Figure 2 The constructed electrodynamic sensor

Figure 3 Response of outputs 1 and 2 from electrodynamic sensor
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further away from the surface charge (Rahmat et al., 2010).
In present investigation, the cross sectional area of pipe is
mapped onto 11 £ 11 rectangular array consisting of 121
pixels as shown in Figure 4 (Green et al., 1997a). To minimize
boundary problems the sensors are placed at 0.5mm outside
the pipe wall (Rahmat et al., 2009).
The co-ordinates of the pipe are defined and the center of

the pipe is chosen as the origin which has a rectangular
coordinate (0, 0) as shown in Figure 5. The diameter of the
pipe is 100mm and each pixel is 9.09 £ 9.09mm. Each pixel
in the array is identified where the first co-ordinate represents
the row number and the second co-ordinate represents the
column number.

4. Building fuzzy system for flow regimes
identification

A standard process to develop the fuzzy logic system for flow

regimes identification integrates the following steps:
. Specify the problem and define the linguistic variables.
. Determine fuzzy sets.
. Elicit and construct fuzzy rules.
. Encode the fuzzy sets, fuzzy rules, and procedures to

perform fuzzy inference into expert system.
. Evaluate the system.

In this researchwork the outputs of the all 16 sensors, i.e. output

3 – the average voltage response are chosen as the set of input

variables and the four different types of flow regimes are chosen
as the output variables as shown in Table I.
The trapezoid shape for fuzzy sets is chosen as input

membership function whereas the membership functions for

output are trapezoid and triangle. Figures 6 and 7 show the
fuzzy sets for input and output variables use in this study.
The data collected from the experiment is observed and

analyzed to setup fuzzy rules for the flow pattern by using
linguistic information. Use of linguistic directives makes it

easy to obtain a set of fuzzy rules (Kamaruddin et al., 2009).
Below are some examples of the proposed rules:

IF (s1 is high) and (s2 is high) and (s3 is high) and (s4 is high) and (s5 is
high) and (s6 is high) and (s7 is high) and (s8 is high) and (s9 is high) and
(s10 is high) and (s11 is high) and (s12 is high) and (s13 is high) and (s14 is
high) and (s15 is high) and (s16 is high) THEN (FlowRegime is Full).

IF (s1 is high) and (s2 is high) and (s3 is high) and (s4 is high) and
(s5 is high) and (s6 is high) and (s7 is high) and (s8 is high) and (s9 is high)
and (s10 is high) and (s11 is high) and (s12 is low) and (s13 is low) and
(s14 is low) and (s15 is high) and (s16 is high) THEN (FlowRegime
is 3Quarter).

IF (s1 is low) and (s2 is high) and (s3 is high) and (s4 is high) and (s5 is
high) and (s6 is high) and (s7 is high) and (s8 is high) and (s9 is low) and
(s10 is low) and (s11 is low) and (s12 is low) and (s13 is low) and (s14 is
low) and (s15 is low) and (s16 is low) THEN (FlowRegime is Half).

IF (s1 is low) and (s2 is low) and (s3 is high) and (s4 is high) and (s5 is high)
and (s6 is high) and (s7 is high) and (s8 is low) and (s9 is low) and (s10 is
low) and (s11 is low) and (s12 is low) and (s13 is low) and (s14 is low) and
(s15 is low) and (s16 is low) THEN (FlowRegime is Quarter).

The overall structure of fuzzy logic controller is shown
in Figure 8 as shown in MATLAB’s fuzzy inference system

(FIS) editor. Figures 9 and 10 show the structure ofMATLAB’s

membership functions editor and the rule editor, respectively.
To evaluate the effectiveness of the fuzzy controller system

to meet the specified requirement at the beginning,

a simulation is developed using Simulink. Figure 11 shows

Figure 4 Sensor arrangements for 11 £ 11 rectangular array maps on
cross section pipe
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Table I Input and output variables and their ranges

Linguistic value Notation

Input variables: sensors, S1-S16

Numerical range (normalized)
Low L [0, 0.2]

High H [0.2, 5]

Output variables: flow regimes

Numerical range
Quarter flow Q [0, 2]

Half flow H [2, 3]

Three quarter flow 3Q [3, 4]

Full flow F [4, 5]
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the Simulink block diagram to evaluate the system. From
Figure 11, the input of the system is the average voltage
response from all 16 electrodynamic sensors. All 16 values go
to multiplexer in Simulink and enter the fuzzy logic controller
in which four types of flow regimes can be defined.
The controller processes the data and define the flow
regimes either full flow or three quarter flow, half flow or
quarter flow.

5. Design of experiment

The experimental set-up is shown in Figure 12. The gravity
flow rig test is used to facilitate the measurement of
concentration profiles of the solid particles in a vertical
pneumatic conveying pipeline. An array of 16 electrodynamic
transducers is mounted around the circumference of a
pneumatic pipeline. An automatic vacuum loader is used to
convey solid materials from storage tank to the hopper
through a material feed vane. The distance between the feeder

and the transducer is 1.4m. The conveyed solid materials are

plastic beads of average size 3mm. The plastic beads are fed

down from the hopper into pipeline passing through

measurement section. These plastic beads accelerate under

the force of gravity. The solid materials flow rate controlled by

the rotary valve. Since, these plastic beads are accelerated

by the force of gravity, hence the theoretical velocity can be

calculated using equation (2):

V ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
u2 þ 2gs

p
ð2Þ

where:

u the initial velocity, in this case is 0.
g gravitational acceleration, 9.8ms21.
s the distance between the feeder and the sensors, which

is 1.4m.

By substituting the above values into equation (2) the velocity

of particles while passing through the sensors is 5.24ms21.

Figure 6 Fuzzy sets of input variable – sensor 1

Figure 7 Fuzzy sets of output variables – flow regimes
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Figure 8 The FIS editor

Figure 9 The membership function editor
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The actual velocities will have a significant variation due to

bouncing upwards from the baffle and striking the

conveyor walls.
The electrodynamic sensor is passive device and does not

need any excitation circuit. The electrodynamic sensor

generates signals by the electrical charge of the solid

particles (Machida and Scarlet, 2005). Solid particles in

pneumatic pipeline carry some amount of electrostatic charge

due to collision between the particles and the pipe walls. The

quantity of charge on the particles depends on many factors

such as particle size and shape, velocity, volume resistivity,

dielectric permittivity, chemical compositions, and their

surrounding environmental conditions as humidity,

temperature, surface roughness, etc. (Yan, 1996).
The electrodynamic sensors give data about the quantity

and distribution of charge particles inside the pneumatic pipe.

Figure 13 shows the overall structure of system at the

pipeline.
All the output data is transferred to the computer for

analysis and images construction. Universal Serial Bus (USB)

based data acquisition system board (Keithley KUSB-3116)

is used to analyze the output data.
The output of all 16 sensors is connected to the KUSB-

3116 via BNC cables and 16 channels of KUSB-3116 is

connected to computer through USB 2.0 port.

6. Flow regimes

Different methods are used to illustrate flow regimes in order

to scrutinize a broad range of flows by placing different shapes

of baffle inside the pipe (Rahmat et al., 2009; Rahmat et al.,
2010). In this work, the baffle made up of aluminum sheet is

placed 10 cm above the sensors. This baffle blocks some

parts of the pipe and leaves the rest unblocked for flow of

the plastic beads. The flow regimes are created and used

for measurement of concentration profiles as shown in

Figure 14.
The full flow of plastic beads through pipeline is created

by allowing the plastic beads flow without inserting a baffle

into the pipe as shown in Figure 14. Therefore, theoretically

the distributions of plastic beads are fairly uniform

distribution through the pipe cross section. The relative

expected output voltage from the individual sensor, can be

predicted by solving the forward problem. The shape of

this profile is independent of solids flow rate as the only

assumption is a uniform solids distribution. However,

the amplitude of the output depends on the flow rate

and the graph can be scaled for any desired flow rate by

multiplying each reading by a suitable scaling factor

(Rahmat et al., 2009).
Three quarter flow is created by inserting baffle which block

quarter cross sectional area of flow pipe and keeping one-third

portion of pipe open for the plastic beads flow. Theoretically,

there are no charges detected for a quarter size of pipe, which

covered by baffle. Similar to full flow condition, the same

method is also applied to determine relative output voltage of

three quarter flow.
In half flow, baffle is inserted to block half of the pipe and

allow another half for material to flow. The predicted value

must have half of the cross section empty while the other

Figure 10 The rule editor
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half is filled. For quarter flow, baffle is inserted with size three

quarters of pipe cross section area and leaving only quarter

part for plastic beads to flow.

7. Results and discussion

The concentration profiles of various flow regimes at different

flow rates are attained from output 3 of electrodynamic

transducer. Two types of image reconstruction algorithms

LBP algorithm and FBP algorithm are used to construct the

tomographic images of the concentration distribution of

plastic bead in the pneumatic pipeline. The concentration

profiles for both LBP algorithm and FBP algorithm are

developed using MATLAB including the numerical

concentration profile.
The tomography images of concentration profile (with flow

rates of 110 g/s) using LBP for four types of flow regimes are

shown in Figure 15. For LBP profiles, all different flow rates

and flow regimes show that electrodynamic sensor detect the

presence of charge near its sensing zone and the values of

charge at the center of pipeline are lower than the values near

to the pipe wall. Hence, the FBP algorithm is introduced

to minimize the limitation of LBP algorithm. The

tomographic images of concentration profile (with flow rates

of 110 g/s) using FBP for four types of flow regimes are shown

in Figure 16. To obtain concentration matrix based on FBP,

the LBP matrix is multiplied with the filter mask matrix

(Green et al. 1997a, b). The images plotted using FBP

algorithm illustrates better concentration profiles across the

pipeline. The tomogram images provide more accurate

solution for electrodynamic sensor.
The output generated by electrodynamic sensors

provides information regarding to the pattern of flow regimes

and the flow rate of solid particles in the pneumatic pipeline.

Figure 11 The Simulink block diagram
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Figures 17-19 show the pattern of output signals produce

by electrodynamic sensors for different type of flow regimes.

The dataset is taken for three different flow rates, i.e. low flow

rate at 110 g/s, middle flow rate at 350 g/s and high flow rate at

500 g/s.
Figures 17-19 show the patterns for each type of flow

regimes. It can be deduced that the flow regimes

identification process for four different types of flow

regimes could be executed without consideration of

amplitude of the sensor output signals. A series of ten sets

of data for each types flow regime is used to evaluate the

performance of fuzzy logic technique to identify

different types of flow regimes. The results indicate that

the use of fuzzy logic technique to identify the different

types of flow regime is successful technique. This

remarkable achievement proves that the fuzzy logic

method is one of the most suitable tools for identification

purposes.

8. Conclusion

Electrodynamic sensor is one of the effective tools to

construct image of disposition and distribution of solid

particles in pneumatic conveyor system. The technique has

been developed successfully and can be used as measuring

equipment in laboratory and industrial applications.

Comparison of results between the theoretical and

experimental data shows that electrodynamic sensor is

highly sensitive to detect charge near to its sensing zone.

Neural network uses data training concept but fuzzy logic use

membership function to identify flow regime. Therefore,

fuzzy logic is better tool in flow regime identification as

compared to neural network because less time is required to

identify flow regime in pipeline. Moreover, the accurate

concentration profile of solid particles flow pattern is obtained

by applying the FBP algorithm.

Figure 12 The gravity flow rig diagram
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Figure 14 Plan view for several flow regimes
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Figure 15 Concentration profile using LBP at flow rate at 110 g/s
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